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An understanding of pressure–temperature phase relations is
needed for developing new methods for the synthesis of
advanced solids.[1–3] In comparison to thermal treatments, the
magnitude of changes in interatomic distances and coordina-
tion numbers of atoms is much larger under high pressure
than under high temperature. Also, high temperature
increases bond distances and atomic mobility, while high
pressure generally has the opposite effect, opening unex-
plored routes for discovering new materials.[3] Importantly,
many high-pressure phases retain their structures after
returning to ambient pressure, which allows for their charac-
terization and application. The advent of high-pressure
devices able to reach pressures in the range of several
hundred gigapascals (GPa), such as diamond anvil cells
(DACs), has led to significant progress in the study of these
new materials. Particularly successful has been the synthesis
of highly dense materials such as new metals, semiconductors,
super-hard abrasives, magnetic materials, gems, and speci-
alized optical components, among others.[2–5]

One field of high-pressure research is the study of porous
zeolitic materials. Zeolites are composed of silicon oxide and/
or other elements, such as Al, B, or Ge, in tetrahedral
coordination (TO4/2). These tetrahedra are arranged into well-
defined channels and cavities of molecular dimensions, and
they confer to zeolites a broad range of applications in
catalysis, separation, and adsorption processes.[5, 6] Previous
studies found that structural distortions of zeolites under high
pressures were driven by tilting of the rigid TO4/2 tetrahedra
around bridging oxygens, with relatively low energy barriers,
and by shortening of T�O distances, requiring higher
energies.[7–9] Zeolites usually first undergo a phase transition
in which the zeolite is converted into a low density amorphous
(LDA) phase. This pressure induced amorphization (PIA) is
reversible, and the original zeolite is recovered upon pressure
release. In this order-to-disorder transition, the T-O-T angles
change, whilst O-T-O angles and T-O distances remain
unmodified.[10–14] Further compression leads to a high density
amorphous (HDA) phase that does not revert back to the

original zeolite. In this transition from LDA to HDA (called
polyamorphism) some T�O bonds are broken, while new T�
O linkages are formed.[10, 11] Also, the presence of water
associated to cations[15] and the nature of these cations has
been found to be important in the response of zeolites to high
pressures.[10, 15a, 16]

Previous high-pressure studies of zeolite A (LTA), with
a Si/Al ratio close to one, have shown that its compressibility
strongly depends on the ability of the pressure-transmitting
medium (PTM) to penetrate into the zeolite pores.[17] Using
non-penetrating fluids as PTM, Al-containing LTA follows
the typical zeolite behavior with an LDA phase at relatively
low pressures, while further pressure increase gives rise to the
formation of an HDA phase.[10–12] Notably, a theoretical study
predicted a reversible PIA in Al-rich LTA, with two
amorphous phases, and also three PIA steps in pure-silica
LTA, with only the first being reversible.[18]

Despite many high-pressure experiments performed on
porous solids, it has not led to a new ordered zeolitic material.
Therefore, it has been claimed that reconstructive phase
transitions, with a change in topology, do not occur in
tetrahedral SiO2 polymorphs, feldspars, and zeolites.[8, 11a]

The previous reports motivated us to do experiments on
the high-pressure behavior of pure-silica LTA, named ITQ-
29,[19] using non-penetrating PTMs. ITQ-29 combines the
simplest zeolite structure (cubic symmetry with only one
crystallographic silicon site and three independent oxygen
positions) and very high stability.[19]

High pressure X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments on
ITQ-29 were performed, as described in the Supporting
Information. Under pressure, ITQ-29 undergoes two trans-
formations, and a new crystalline phase with no amorphiza-
tion was formed (Figure 1). The first transformation, occur-
ring at 1.2 GPa, is fully reversible and ITQ-29 is recovered
upon pressure release. Most remarkable is the second trans-
formation occurring at around 3.2 GPa (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S1). This is an order-to-order reconstructive
phase transition, non-reversible upon pressure release, pro-
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ducing a new material (named ITQ-50). Unfortunately, the
low resolution of the in situ XRD data did not allow
a complete structural analysis of ITQ-50 and only unit cell
parameters were obtained from the X-ray diffraction pat-
terns.

Neutron diffraction experiments (see Supporting Infor-
mation) confirmed the previous results, but because of the
very small amount of sample used, the resulting patterns were
too noisy for a proper structural elucidation. However, it was
possible to recover enough sample of ITQ-50 from this
experiment to collect an XRD pattern in a laboratory X-ray
diffractometer (Figure 2) to determine the framework struc-
ture.[20]

The parent ITQ-29 and the ITQ-50 materials are clearly
different zeolites, as can be seen from their respective
projections (Figure 3). While ITQ-29 contains only one Si
site, ITQ-50 possesses four independent Si positions

(Table S1). This difference is well supported also by 29Si-
MAS-NMR spectroscopy (Figure S2). The spectrum of ITQ-
29 consists of a single resonance at d =�112.8 ppm, whereas
the ITQ-50 material shows four sharp resonances at d =

�106.0, �107.1, �109.8, and �111.7 ppm with relative
intensities of 2:1:1:2, respectively.

Moreover, some substructures in both materials are
clearly not coincident, although closely related. ITQ-29 can
be described using three different composite building units
(CBU), a-cage (lta), sodalite (sod), and double-four ring (d4r ;
Figure 4).[25] The a-cage has a ring content notation [4126886].
After the phase transition, the equivalent cage in ITQ-50,
which has been named ify, can be described also as [4126886];
however, both cages are topologically different (Figure 4),
owing to the change of the relative location of four 4R and
two 8R. Also, only one half of the d4r cages present in ITQ-29
remains in ITQ-50; for the other half, the breakage of one of
the edges converts the d4r units into sti units.[25] The sodalite
cages remain intact during the transformation from ITQ-29 to
ITQ-50, as previously described for Al-LTA.[11b]

Theoretical calculations were carried out to improve the
understanding of the transformation of ITQ-29 into ITQ-50.
The methodology and computational methods are described
in detail in the Supporting Information.

The easiest tracking from the original a-cage to the final
ify cavity involves three structural modifications (Figure 5). In

Figure 1. High-pressure synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns
(l = 0.619 	) of ITQ-29 using silicon oil as hydrostatic fluid in a DAC
(right side number: pressure in GPa; top: starting material, bottom:
final material). (a) Compression and (b) pressure release.

Figure 2. Rietveld refinement of the XRD pattern of ITQ-50 using CuKa1

radiation. Observed (circles) and calculated XRD patterns, as well as
the difference profile (bottom) are shown. The short tick marks below
the pattern give the positions of the Bragg reflections.

Figure 3. Projection of ITQ-50 along the main crystallographic direc-
tions ([001], [100], and [110]). Different 8R channels can be observed
along [001] and [110]. Projection of ITQ-29 (LTA) along the [100]
direction is also shown for comparison (Si gray, O black).
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the first step (a!b), a deformation is applied resulting in an
a-cage compressed along one of the axes but retaining the
original connectivity. In the second step (b!c), two Si�O
bonds are broken and, after the displacement of those O
atoms (shown in Figure 5b by the short arrows), two new Si�
O bonds are formed between symmetrically equivalent Si
atoms. In the third step (c!d), a framework relaxation is
applied. If the same process is extended to the full ITQ-29
structure (steps A!D in Figure S4), a new unit cell is
obtained, with a different connectivity corresponding to that
of ITQ-50. Further energy minimization of this unit cell (steps
D!G in Figure S4) provides the final ITQ-50 structure.

The cell parameters and volumes calculated from this
theoretical mechanism are in good agreement with the
experimental data (Figure S1), supporting the feasibility of
this model. Also, the changes observed in the unit cell
parameters with pressure are a good indication to ascertain

the phase transitions. As shown in Figure S1, the as/cs ratio of
ITQ-29 remains constant from ambient pressure to 1.2 GPa,
showing that the original cubic symmetry is retained. From
1.2 GPa to 3.2 GPa, the parameter cs increases while as

continuously decreases, reducing the as/cs ratio. This is
consistent with the tetragonal deformation in step a!b of
Figure 5 and Figure S4; the retention of the framework
connectivity is in good agreement with the reversibility
observed. Further increase of the pressure above 3.2 GPa
results in a reduction of cs, with a constant as/cs ratio. The non-
reversibility of this second deformation can be attributed to
the phase transition involving bond breaking and formation of
new Si�O linkages (step b!c).

Finally, we have explored the ability of the new small pore
zeolite ITQ-50 for the industrially important separation of
propene and propane,[26] compared with that of ITQ-29.
Figures S7 and S8 show the adsorption isotherms of propene
and propane. The adsorption capacity of propene in ITQ-50 is
lower than that in ITQ-29 (Table S5). This can be attributed
to the higher framework density of ITQ-50 (17.3 versus
14.4 SiO2·nm�3) as well as to the decrease of the micropore
volume upon deforming the spherical a-cage of ITQ-29 into
the flattened ify of ITQ-50 (Figure 4 and 5). Notably, the drop
of adsorption capacity of ITQ-50 is larger for propane than
for propene, being an indication of stronger diffusion
limitations for propane in ITQ-50 than in ITQ-29. This has
been proven by conducting kinetic adsorption measurements
(Figures S9,S10). Table S6 compares the calculated Fickian
diffusion parameters (Dc/rc

2) for these gases in ITQ-50 and
ITQ-29, as well as the ratio of their diffusion coefficients (RD),
which gives a comprehensive indication of the ability of the
solid for their separation. ITQ-50 gives a coefficient ratio of
158 that is more than four times larger than that of ITQ-29
(RD = 40). The better propene/propane separation of ITQ-50
compared to ITQ-29 can be attributed to the presence of
highly deformed 8R pores in ITQ-50 structure along the c
axis, that preclude the diffusion of propane along this
direction, resulting in a bidirectional-like channel system
instead of the tridirectional pore topology of ITQ-29. Con-
sequently, ITQ-50 could be an effective adsorbent for
propene/propane kinetic separation.

In conclusion, we have undoubtedly shown that zeolites
can be transformed into new zeolitic topologies through the
effects of pressure, leading to the new zeolite ITQ-50 from
the pure silica LTA topology (ITQ-29). The resulting ITQ-50
zeolite is an adequate material for conducting light olefin
recovery from hydrocarbon mixtures, particularly for pro-
pene/propane separation.

Experimental Section
The ITQ-29 sample, which is the pure-silica form of zeolite A (LTA),
was prepared as previously described,[19] and calcined at 1173 K for
8 h to remove all organic substances. Information regarding diffrac-
tion data collection, and crystallographic, computational and adsorp-
tion analysis is supplied as Supporting Information.
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Figure 4. Composite building units of ITQ-29 (d4r, sod, and lta) and
ITQ-50 (d4r, sod, sti, and ify). Oxygen atoms have been omitted for
clarity.

Figure 5. Suggested path from ITQ-29 to ITQ-50. a!b) Reversible
deformation; b!c) Si�O bond breaking and formation through dis-
placement of O atoms; c!d) structure relaxation.
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